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Abstract. This essay develops a conceptual framework for a theory of plant or-
ganisms. This framework has to consider the specificities of the plant lifesryle: the
lack of contiguous borders, a centrifugal architecture based on continuous addi-
tion of modulat elements, the lack of developmental hietarchy, a strong autonomy
of individual cells, the absence of cell-lineage or predefined developmental pro-
grarrunes, and, most importantly, the lack of physical body contiguiry (defined as
condnuous intetface between intenral and extemal space). The challenges posed
by these consftaints are met by an organisation that is hglrly modular. This
"LEGO pdnciple" of plant organisation becomes manifest on the level of archi-
tecture (as so called telomes, modules comprising vasculat tissue accompanied by
gtound tissue fhat can differentiate into vasculature), cellular otganisation (as in-
nate polarity of individual cells), and genetics (as modular genetic programmes
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that can be rearranged in time to yield a grcat vaÄety of combinations). The as-
sembly of these versatile modules is controlled through robust self-otganisation
driven by autocatalytic loops linked to lateral inhibition. The origin of this self-
organisation can be traced back to photosynthetic ptokaryotes as outlined for
heterocyst differentiation of cyanobactena. Lateral inhibition can use actual chem-
ical agents, but in many cases it is based on mutual competition for a limiting pat-
terning signal. This inhibition by competition is demonsttated for phyllotaxis (the
pattern by which leaves are laid down in the shoot apex), and vasculat differentia-
tion, phenomena that are both regulated by the plant hotmone auxin. To address
the dynamic formation of plant otganisms, we have established cell lines derived
from the ground tissue of tobacco as expedmental system. These cells ptoduce,
upon addition of auxin, pluricellular files with distinct axis and polarity partially
recapitulating the developmental progralnme of their progenitor tissue. The indi-
vidual cell divisions within a ftle are synchronised through weak coupling based on
a directional flow of auxin and thus constitute a simple minimal otganism that can
be used to get insight into the process of self-organisation. Using this system we
have identified an oscillatory circuit as central element of self organisation. This
self-refedng circuit conriects auxin-dependent remodeling of the actin cytoskele-
ton with actin-dependent remodeling of auxin flux. We can manipulate this oscil-
latot, and consequently, the temporzl pattern of cell divisions, by genetic engineer-
ing of actin sttucture, but also by optical engineering of auxin gradients within a
file. The essay concludes with the working hypothesis that the contigui! of plant
organisms is manifest in time ("rhythm") rather than in space ("body"). Plant
organisms ate manifest as resonance between highly autonomous oscillators (te-
lomes, cells, genetic programmes) achieved by weak coupling. The resonance pro-
ceeds on the backgtound of a strong noise of the individual oscillations. This
strong noise represents a system property of plant organisms which can be ex-
plained and deduced from the diffuse organisation of plant sensing. A plant ,,or-
ganism" should therefore be understood as process - as entrainment of the initial-
ly dissonant individual rhythms. As soon as synchrony between the individual
oscillatots is established, a plant "organism" will vanish behind the tesonating
individual cells. This culminates in a paradox: the organismic flow of plant otgan-
isms is directed to self-abolition.

L. Why plants challenge our concepts of "organism" and "individuality"

The sur;t'ace-uolume di/emnta. Life is usuah linked to gtowth. In a gtowing body, sur-
face will increase by the second power of the radius, volume, however, by the
third power. The material tesoutces required to sustain a body have to pass
through the cell surface. As consequence of growth, supply (surface, 12) and con-
sumption (volume, t) will progressively diverge. This gap can be bridged when
the intetface is increased by invaginations or ptotrusions, a phenomenon already
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manifest in unicellular organisms. Such sutface increases confer a selective ad-

vantz.ge, because alarger organism acqufues buffering against environmental fluc-

tuations, and, most irnportant, is less readily devoured by competitors.
As a consequence of their photosynthetic lifestyle, plants have to increase sur-

face by centdfugal extension, generating a considetable degtee of mechanical load

(trig. 1Ä). As long as plants remained aquatic, this load was at least partially te-

lieved by buoyancy, allowing considerable sizes even for tatÄy simple architec-

tures. Ho.wevet, when plants began to conquet terrestrial habitats, they had to

develop flexible, yet robust, mechanical supports. The invention of vasculature-

based modules, so-called telomet (Ztmrr'etmann, 1,965), became a decisive factor

fot the evolutionary success of land plants (Fig. 1B). Mechanical load shaped plant

architecture down to the cellular level and is of ttemendous agronomical impact -

the reduction of lodging in cereals is considered as pivotal factor for the success

of the so called Gteen Revolution (for the cellular details refer to Nick, 2012).

Plant cells are endowed with a rigid cell wall, and this affects cell division and cell

expansion, both specificah and fundamentah.

These biophysical consüaints have channeled plants towards a sessile lifestyle.

Fig. 1. Plant architecture is shaped b1 mechanical load. A Lndging of cereal nops dtpends on

the elongation of the caln. Yield lossu fui kdging increarc with the square of czlm kngth (Oda el

al., 1956). B The deuelopnent of tebmes as load-bearing architectural module in the earfu De-
uonian was dtcisiuefor the euolutionary vrcm of landpknts fton Nick, 2009).
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Cells uersus zrganirmt - wfui the plant approach h dffirent. In addition to plant architec-
tute, the sessile lifestyle has shaped the mode of morphogenesis. In animals, the
Bawp/an is laid down eady in development. In some cases, even maternal factors
have been found to complement the DNA of the embryo providing a kind of
"motphogenetic inhetitance". For instance, the anteriot-posterior poladty in the
Drosophila embryo is determined by z gradient of maternal, untranslated mRNA
encoding ftanscription factors such as BICOID ot NANOS Q.Jüsslein-Volhard,
1995). Even in classical models for epigenetic morphogenesis, such as the am-
phibian embryo (Spemann, 1936), the dorsivenffal poladty of ftog eggs is estab-
lished by autocatalytic feedback of polarising signals (gravity, sperm entrance) to
inhedted pattems. These inherent pattem not only includes preformed morpho-
genetic movements, but also transport and translation of maternal mRNA coding
for cytoskeletal proteins and polar determinants (Elinson and Rowning, 1988). In
these models, the Bauplan is latd down during eady development, often prior to
cellularisation. Flere, differentiation initiates at the level of the entire organism and
subsequently proceeds down to the level of individual cells.

The situation in plants diffets fundamentally: The genetic determination of
plant shape is not as stdngent as for animal development, but depends strongly on
the environment. As cenftal feature of this open morphogenesis, gro\r/th is not
confined to early development, but continues throughout the entire life cycle. The
abfity to adjust grov/th in tesponse to environmental stimuli is central for the
adaptation of the individual plant to its habitat. As consequence of the dgid cell
walls, cellular movements, a central mechanism in animal development, do not
contlj.bute to plant morphogenesis. The basic morphogenetic unit in plant devel-
opment is the individual cell. Differentiation initiates ftom the level of individual
cells and subsequently proceeds up to the level of the entire otganism. This fact is
highlighted by the ability to regenerate entire plants from almost any pI^nt cell. In
animals, such totipotency is confined to the fetilised egg cell and, sometimes, ro
its immediate descendants (Spemann, 1936).

Thus, the principal difference between plant and annnalmolphogenesis can be
condensed into the following statement: In animals, the otganism produces cells,
whereas in plants, cells produce an organism. This means that the potency to form
afl organism must be enshdned in the individual plant cell.

Open patterning. The developmental potency of plant cells becomes manifest in
a flexible response of cell expansion, triggered, for instance, by light as the central
envitonmental factor (I-ockhard, 1960). Rapid cell expansion is complemented by
a slower addition of morphogenetic elements (cells or organ primordia), which
does not occur randomly, but is ordered in space and time. This pattem fotmation
(in rcnw Bünning, 1965) depends, on one hand, on intrinsic signals that are obvi-
ously defined by genetic factors (otherwise there would be no base for classical
plant taxonomy!). on the other hand, plant paterning can integrate signals ftom
the environment. Environmental integration is manifest, for instance, when a
shoot meristem is committed for flowedng controlled by daylength and subse-
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quently will form floral instead of vegetative organs. In animal patterning, the
elements that are organised during pattem formation are generated prior to being
differentiated. In a fruit-fly embryo, for instance, numerous nuclei are produced
befote they are pattemed depending on gradients derived from matemal factors.
Plant development follows different tules - here, new elements are continuously
^:!ed danns tle patteming process perpetuaring the pattern in an iterative man-

This pattem itetation could be achieved, in principle, by assigning different
developmental fates to the daughter cells during cell division. The pattetn would
then result frorr' an ordeted sequelrce of such formative divisions. Such a mecha-
nism had been proposed for the root meristem of the model plant Arabitloprit
tha/iana, which is characterised by a highly stereotyl>ic cell lineage (Schercs et a/.,
1994). However, elegant laser ablation experiments (Van den Berg et a/., 1,995),
and mutants with aberant tissue layets Q.{akajima et a/.,2001) cleady demonstrat-
ed that even in this stereotypic system, cell fate was defined by signals (transcdp-
tion factots) from adjacent cells and not by cellular genealogy.
Generally, the principal totipotency of plant cells is difficult to teconcile with a
sttong impact of cell lineage. Patterning in plants must result from coordinative
signals between the already defined (older) regions of the pattern and the newly
fotmed elements of the field that stil1 have to acquire a specific identity.

Procaryotic precarsort of coordinatiue ignaling. Plants acqufued photosynthesis
through a sustainable symbiosis with autotrophic cyanobacteÄa. Filamentous cya-
nobacteda already acquired multicellularity and ate capable of a simple cell diffet-
entiation yielding so called heterocysts that can convert atmospheric nitrogen into
ammonium and thus overcome the limitations of bioavailable nitrogen. Since
filamentous ryanobacteria combine open patterning with developmental flexibil-
ity, cootdinative signaling would be expected akeady in these prokaryotic precur-
sors of the plant lifestyle. The nitrogenase required for the ltxation of nitrogen
dates back to the eatliest, anoxic phases of life on this planet and is thetefore high-
ly sensitive to oxygen. To safeguard the functionality of nitrogenase, any photo-
synthetic activity (teleasing oxygen) has to be excluded from heterocysts. Thus,
the heterocysts must be suppl-ied with assimilates ftom their photosynthetic
neighbouts. Nitrogen export and assimilate import have to be balanced even
though the total number of cells grov/s continuously, which represents a classical
problem of open patteming. This balance is regulated by an iterative algorithm,
whereby preexisting heterorysts suppress the differentiation of new heterocysts
over a range of around ten cells. V/hen, as a consequence of cell division, the dis-
tance between the hetetocysts exceeds this threshold, a new hetetocyst will diffet-
entiate between them. Using patteming mutants 

'n 
Anabaena, the factor responsi-

ble fot this lateral inhibition could be identified as the diffusible peptide patS

ffoon and Golden, 1998). Differentiation (including the synthesis of patS) will
begin in clusters of neighbouring cells. However, one of these cells will excel the
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othets and then immediately start to suppress further differentiation in its n.€h-
bonrhood (Yoon and Golden, 2001).
Thus, already in photosynthetic pluricellular prokaryotes, cell diffetentiation is not
ptedetermined, but laid down by signalling between neighboudng cells.

P/ant patterning and coordinatiae signa/ing - ph1llotaxis. The position of a prospective
leaf primordium in the apical meristem is defined by inhibitory fields from the
older primordia proximal to the medstem (Schoute,1913). V{hen, for instance, the
youngest primordium is isolated ftom its environment by tangential incisions, this
will shift the position of the susbsequently formed primordia (Snow and Snow,
1931). At the time of this experimental discovery, the positional shift was inter-
preted in terms of the additional space cteated by the incision that would allow the
incipient primordia to move to a position where they otherwise were excluded
(first available space model). Alternatively, inhibitory frelds emanating from the
older primordia have been proposed. The narure of these inhibitory signals has
been under debate for a long time - the tissue tension present in a growing meri-
stem would allow efficient inhibition by mechanical stresses originating ftom
buckling from the older pdmordia upon surrounding potential sites of primotdi-
um initiation. In fact, modelling of stress-strain pattems could perfectly ptedict
the position of prospective primordia (for review see Gteen, 1980). trurther sup-
pott for this idea came ftom experiments, where local release of tissue tension by
beads coated with the cell-wall loosening protein extensin could cause inversions
of the phyllotactic pattern (trleming et al., 1997). In fact, as one of the eadiest
events of incipient primotdial commitment, membrane-associated microtubules
reodent sharply and subsequendy align with the sffess-strain pattern (Hardham et
a/., 1980). This phenomenon has been revisited using plants, where microtubules
could be followed in uiuo based on labeling with the green fluorescent protein in
developing shoot apices (Hamant et a/.,2008) accompanied by mathematical mod-
eling of stress-sftain pattem. This approach culminated in a model, where micro-
tubules sense mechanic load, align with the dirs61i611 of maximal stress, and cause
a tilted axis of cell expansion generating the bulging primordium. As altemative to
the stress-strain model, chemical signals from the older primordia were proposed
to inhibit the initiation of a new pdmordium in their proximity. This model was
supported by studies in apices thal had been freed from primordia by application
of auxin transport inhibitors (Reinhardt et a/.,2000), an exper{mental system that
allows study of the de-nouo generation of a pattem in the absence of any prepattern.

These studies led to the (expected) outcome that the coordinative signal is aux-
in and to the (unexpected) outcome that the preexisting primordia do not act as
sources, but as sinks for auxin. Within the apical belt that is competent for the
initiation of leaf primordia there is mutual competition for auxin as a limiting fac-
tor. This competition is biased in favour of certain sites (where, in consequence, a
new primordium is initiated) by the pteexisting primordia that attrzct auxin fluxes
from the meristem (Reinhardt et a/.,2003).
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Pknt patterning and coordinatiue vgnaling - aarwlatare. Atchitecture of all land plants

(except the archaic mosses) is shaped by the alrangement of load-bearing modulat

elements, the telomes. The telomic modr.rle consists of conductive woody vascula-

ture embedded in a cylindet of developmentally open ground tissue enclosed by

an epidemal layer (Fig. 1A). The arrangement of vasculatute represents the core

process of plant architecture, and thetefore has been studied intensively, fot in-
'stance during the healing of wounds (Sachs, 2000) or for the venation of develop-

ing leaves (I4attsson et a/., 1.999). The cells of the ground tissue ate all competent

for tansdifferentiation into vessels. This diffetentiation depends on the flow of

the plant hormone auxin through the gtound tissue. Auxin (indolyl-3-acetic acid)

is a weak acid and relatively small. In the acidic envfuonment at the outer face of a

plant cells, it uzill be uncharged and therefore can entel the cells from any dfuec-

tion. In the more or less neutral cytoplasm, auxin is deptotonated and thus ac-

quires a negative charge that will prevent its spontaneous exit. Due to this ion-trap

mechanism, it will accumulate in the cell. Flowever, it can exit by means of specif-

ic export pumps that are localised asymmetrically, gulded by cell polarity. The

combination of non-directional influx 21i ditectional influx produces a mutual

competition of individual cells fot ftee auxin 21d 2 ditectional flow in the direc-

tion of cell polarity. A cell with more acdve or more localised auxin exporters will

transport more auxin than its neighbouts and therefore cause a dtatnage of auxin.

This mechanism for lateral inhibition of individual elements is now combined by

autocatalytic feedback The differentiation from the gtound state into a vascular

cell fate is induced by the flux of auxin passing though the respective cell, and the

differentiatioll promotes cell polarity resulting in a stronger gradient of auxin ex-

potters what, in turn, will firrther stimulate the dminage of auxin.

This positive feedback, in combination viith alatenl inhibition (caused by mu-

tual competition for auxin) drives the pattem of conductive tissue, and thus the

affangement of telomes. This "auxin canalisation" model has been extensively

studied and modelled mathematically and is capable, for instance, of ptedicting

venation pattems in leaves (for review see Bedeth and Sachs, 2001).

Plant patteming- urder without a 'Great Chainnan". Biological pattems are shapes

that become manifest on the level of a population of cells oI ofgans. They are

holistic rn quality afld represent classical system properties that energe when the

system is considered as an entity. At first glance, this would call fot a strong hiet-

archy conftoling the behaviout of the individual elements. To use a metaphor

ftom human societies: collectivism is usuah bound to strong (and often autocrat-

ic) leader personalities. This approach will not work fof plant development,

though. As pointed out above, plant cells maintain a high level of autonomy and

are not easily subdued to the rule of a "Great Chaitman". In addition, plant cells

behave in a highly stochastic manner, a propetty that ultimately can be attributed

to the diffuse organisation of environmental sensing (details are given in Nick,

2006): Plants lack specialised sensory organs. In shothand, each individual cell is

able to sense most environmental signals in a monadic way and therefore has to
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employ extreme amplifi.cation of the sensory input resulting in all-or-none t;,?e
outputs on the level of individual cells. If all cells of a tissue would respond in a
homogenous manner, plant responses would be saturated akeady ̂ t very low in-
put. In case of light, thg input from the new moon would produce the same out-
put as full sunlight at noon time. Due to the sttong variation of sensory thresholds
plants can differentiate between weak and strong stimuli by the frequenry of indi-
vidual cells where sensing is activated. By integratioll over the population of acti-
vated cells (through intercellular rbnding) plants can extend their dynamic t^nge
of sensing combining high sensitivity *ith differential responses to different signal
input.

SThat can we generalise from phyllotaxis and vascular pattetning? Both pat-
tems are highly robust against stochastic fluctuations in the initial situation, they
rely on lateral inhibition between the elements within the patteffied field, and they
contain qualitative decisions that arc brought about by autocatalytic feedback
loops. They follow an algorithm descdbed by the mathematics of reaction-
diffusion systems that were adapted to biology by Turing (1952), and have been
quite successfully used to model various biological pattems such as foot-head
patterns in Llldra (Gieter et a/., 1,972; segmentation tn Drosophila (l\4einhard, 1986),
and leaf venation (lVleinhard, 1,976). In reaction-diffusion systems, a locally con-
sttained, self-amplifzing feedback loop of an acivatot is linked to a far-tanglng
mutual inhibition (Gierer and Meinhard, 7972). Auxn-dependent patterning dif-
fets in one aspect from the original model, vrhere the inhibitor is usah described
as a positive entity (such as the patS peptide acting in cyanobacterial patteming).
In auxin-dependent patterning, lateral inhibition is brought about by mutual com-
petition for the activator F:g..Z).
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Fig. 2. Auxin based telf-organisation in p/anfi. The wppl1 with auxin is /inited, at h the
nunber of auxin ex?orterc. The bcalivtion of exporterc h dlnamica/$ linked with local concen-
tration of auxin (represented @ the thading). Since auxin can penneate into and accumulate in
the cellfron an1 direction b1t an ionJrap mechanism. euen a minorasl/ltmelar in the localisation
or actiui$t of aaxin exporters (reprercnted b1 the d.enti4t of an'owr) wi// cause knral inhibition
upon the neighbouring celh. Thit auxin drainage represents the core elenent of aaxin canalisa-
tion.

Self activation combined to mutual competition also provides proportional hat-
mony, which means that it can set up a new holistic organisation that is independ-
ent of size, when the original system is either divided or fused. This astounding
ability becomes manifest as the lack of phlsical boSt indiuidaalig,which is so typical
for plants (for further comparison refer to the contribution by Beteiter-Hahn in
the same issue): the plant body can be subdivided and the parts will readily organ-
ise a new independent plandet that in shape and architecture tesembles its ptogen-
itor organism. By the way, the lack of physical body individuality has been a core
element of the neolithic revolution, because it allowed humans to copy interesting
plants fot there use in agticulture. Especially the domestication of the so called
'first fruit crops' (grapevine, dates, olives) atound eight millenia ago would not
have been possible without this lack of physical body individuality.

2. Interlude: The LEGO principle

The plant uersion of 'organism' and 'idtntiE' h modular. Fot obvious psychologfcal rea-
sons, the conventional concept of 'organism' is faidy anthropocentric and linked
to the model of a 'body' with clear borders delineated by a more ot less smooth
and contiguous sutface. There is some self-deception in this simplistic concept,
illustrated, for instance, by the recent discovery that the mictoorganisms living in

t3 l
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our guts can manipulate and conftol, thtough chemical communication, the way
how we behave GLia et al., 201,1), Nevertheless, the "organism=body concept''
condnues to dominate orrr v/ay of thinking. One teason for the petseverance of
this concept might be that it seemingly tedeems us to think too deeply about the
much more difficult concept of identity' by providing a seemingly easy aflswer:
ldentity' is defined as realm residing inside the border of the 'body'. This is cet-
tainly wtong and plants force us to adopt a more volatile concept of 'organism'

and ldentity':

In plant organisms, thete is no contiguous border due to their centrifugal
architecture.

In plant organisms, there is no hierarchy of the 'body' over its parts due to
strong cell autonomy.

In plant organisms, there is no impact of cellular genealogy on the set-up of
the Baaplan.

In plant otganisms, there is no physical body individuality.

In plant organisms, there is no predefined developmental progtarnme.

Nevettheless, plants arc cleaÄy organisms:
They can complete their lifecycle and propagate very efficiently safeguatding their
lifecycle against a broad range of environmental fluctuations. Their buffering ca-
pacity even excels that of animals by orders of magnitude. Despite strong varia-
tions in the details of individual development (which is tuned with the respective
environmental conditions), the chatactetistics of each plant species become mani-
fest as a specific way to develop, respond and ptopagate. These chamcteristics
form the base of classical plant taxonomy.
The seemingly paradox combination of flexible and species-characteristic devel-
opment proceeds on the base of a pronounced modularity. To use a metaphor:
plant development resembles a play of I EGO bricks. Each bdck is simple in
shape and tobust enough to survive most if not all challenges posed by a young
architect. The assembly of these bricks is extremely flexible, though, and allows
for almost any conceivable vadation of architecture.

What are these 'T-EGO bricks" of plant development? There are pdncipally three
types of bricks: architectural, cellular, and genetic €g. :).
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Ftg. 3. Modular organisation 0f planr deuelopnent. Plant architectare it barcd on morphological
nodulet (telonu) that are cornbined in aflexible manner depending on enuironruental conditiont.
Indiuidual pknt cells are endowed with innate directiona/it1 (cell polaritj) that is dltnanicaQt
aligned fu signal flow througlt the morphologml rnodules. Self-refemng robust genetit rirraits
guide the dffirentiation of the cellakr and the noQhological modules and are recombined in
ternpora/ pattems.

Archilectural modules. The architectural bdcks are the telomic modules atranged in a
flexible way integrating mechanical load with a panel of environmental signals
(with light as central component). Tlte attangement of telomic modules is under
control of auxin flux from the aerial organs towards the roots driving the differen-
tiation of gtound tissue into vasculatu:e (as core element of the developing te-
lome). This architectural principle is simple, robust, and flexible. Cellular details of
recently discoveted fossile finds of the progymnosperm Archaeopteris (Rothwell
and Lev-Yadun, 2005) suggest that the affarigement of telomes was controlled by
auxin flow akezdy in the lJpper Devonian 375 million years ago. The secret of the
land plant success story seems to reside in this modulat molphology.

Cellular modalet. The cellulat bdcks fotming the base for the telomic principle
correspond to the polarity of vascular cells that is aligned with the shoot-root
axis. The directional transport of auxin is brought about by the combination of
non-directional influx (due to the ion-trap mechanism described above) and ditec-
tional efflux (due to the polar localisation of auxin-efflux carriers). The polar local-
isation of auxin-efflux carriers is a continuous process rather than a fxed struc-
ture: These carr{ets cycle continuously and rapidly (the lifetime of the caffiers at
the membrane are in the mnge of a few minutes!) between an endocytic compart-
ment and the site of their activity at the plasma membrane. The intensity of cy-
cling depends on the presence of auin (Paciorek et a/.,2005) providing the posi-
tive amplification loop required fot the the auxin canalisation mechanism dtiti.g
vascular patterning. This loop is continuously "questioned" by sensory input on
the auxin distribution between the cellulat neishbours and subsequentlv either

sell polari*
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reinforces the existing directionality of the cell ot evokes the events culminating in

a new polarity. When morphology and cellular architecture are brought about by

modular, self-organised processes, the genetic control might be relatively simple.
Genetic modules. The genetic bricks undedying the Baupkn of land plants are to-

bust regulatory circuits that are launched under control of fafuly permissive tem-

poral pattems. By shifting these programmes in time (so called heterochrony),
new architectures can be genetated that at fitst sight can be very spectacular. The

power of heterochrony is illustated by the case of the 'Skye' ecotl'pe of the model

plant Arabidaprir thaliana (thale cress). Normal thale ctess plants produce a leal
rosette but, upon bolting, switch to the formation of small, single leaves protrud-
ing from the elongating inflotescence. This switch is impaired in the 'Skye' eco-
type resulting in a fundamentah altered architecture with aedal rosettes formed
from the arJllary meristems of the bolting inflorescence (Grbi6 and Bleeker, 1996).

It could be shown that this spectacular change of the Baaplaz was caused by muta-

tions in two relatively unspectacular genes that modulate, among numerous other
factots, the timing of developmental processes. The mutations simply delay the
inactivation of the vegetative programming. The ongoing vegetative development
at simultaneous launch of a floral progralrlme accounted fot a fundamentally dif
ferent morphology that at fust sight seemed to result from 'mactoevolution'. A

comparative approach on plant development rapidly reveals that many evolution-

ary adaptaions of plant architecture can be deduced from heterochronic shifts
between fairly simply morphogenetic processes (for review see Li and Johnston,
2000).

The secret o;t'plant rzorphogeneth - robu$ moda/es, fkxib/e asretnbfi. In summary, plant
organisms assemble morphological, cellular, and genetic modules to integtate
signals from the environment with the innate necessities of physiology. These

modules stem from fairly robust self-organisation providing a mechanism tc
maintain the specific quality of the respective plant. The assembly of these mod-
ules is rather flexible and can be tuned with the exogenous necessity of envfuon-
ment. Since the modules are relatively robust and autonomous, the signals that
regulate modular assembly may be very simple. Complexity is provided by the
receiving modular process, not by the signal ttiggering this process. For instance.
indole acetic acid, the natual auxin, is astonishingly small and simple. Flowevet, i1
combines thtee moleculat ptoperties (none of which is spectacular): Auxin is z
small organic acid and therefore easily moves through the acidic environment ol
the apoplast. Auxin caffies a l-ipophdic indole ring and therefote can permeate the
cell membrane from any ditsstien, which allows a cell to explore the auxin levels ir
its neighbourhood. Auxin is a weak acid, and thus readily ttapped in the neutta.

cytoplasm and has to be actively exported by catriers, which allows to cte te a
directionality of auxin efflux. It was sufficient to shift the localisation of the efflux
transporter under the conttol of auxin itself to reach a pedect reaction-diffusior
system in sensw Turing (1952).
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The plant uersion of 'organism' and 'idznilry' h uolatile. When the secret of plant de-
velopment is enshrined in the flexible assembly of morphogenetic, cellular, and
genetic modules, "organism" in plants cannot mean the "body" of a plant, but
turns fu1to something more volatile. The plant version of "organism" resides at the
intetphase between these modules and apparendy depends on signals that due to
their simple nature cannot encode complex information. It is evident that any
attempt to addtess the essence of plant organisms by conventional molecular ap-
proaches (even including the fashionable high-throughput "-omics" süategies) will
lead to nothing. Even a simple plant organ is too complex to get access to a phe-
nomerlon that works on the meta-level of self-organisation processes and cleady
transcends the molecul^t flafite of the conveying signals. In other words, afly
deeper approach to the essence of plant organisms poses conspicuous challenges
to scientific reduction.

3. Chemical resonance and minimal organisms

'I-,eaues in the test tube" - expeinenta/ redwction of plant rc/f organisatioz. Plants grow
during their whole lifetime by adding new cells to the tip of roots and shoots. Cell
differentiation in the mitotically acive zotte, tetmed meristem, is controlled by
three-dimensional intercellular signaling (for the root mer{stem see, as example,
van den Berg et a/., 1.995). Flowever, differentiation is akeady channeled, when the
meristem becomes accessible to cell-biological inspection. At this stage, it is very
difficult, if not impossible, to manipulate the pattern in a fundamental manner.
Thus, meristems represent a beautiful system to study pattern perpetuation, but for
the analysis of pattern induction, simpler systems rhat are less determined might be
more appropriate. Several years ago, we have introduced cell lines dedved from
the gtound tissue of tobacco shoots as experimental system to study the primordi-
al stages of division patterning (Campanoni et a/., 2003). These cell lines can be
teadily cultivated in suspensions maintained under continuous rotation. These
suspension cell lines are generally considered as dedifferentiated and have even
been designated as 'Flela-cells of plant biology' (I.Jagata et al., 1,992). Flowever,
they have presewed certain featutes ftom theit ancestry, such as the ability to
generate the structured cell-wall thickenings characteristic for vascular cells Q.Jick
et a1.,2000), the ability to ptoduce, through a series of aÄal cell divisions, cell flles
with a clear axis and polarity, and the responsiveness to auxin as controling signal.
Since these flles are fotmed from singular cells, positional information inherited
from the mother tissue probably does not play a role. If there are patterns of
competence within a cell file, they must originate d.e nouo during the culture cycle.

Weak coupling of autonomow oscillators. Dudng the work with these tobacco cell f,des,
we observed that files consisting of even numbers of cells were dominating over
files with uneven cell numbers (Campanoti et a/.,2003, Maisch and Nick, 2007).
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At fitst sight, frequenry peaks of even numbered files might occur, vrhen the cell

cycle proceeds .rith a precise timing €ig. +) This should generate files homoge-

nously consisting of

f ( n )  =  1 ,2 ,4 ,8 , . . . 2 '

individual cells (with n tepresenting the number of cell cycles). However, the

length of individual cell cycles vaties over abroad range, and there is, in addition

to the expected peaks at 2n, a cur{ous frequency peak for files composed of 6 cells

(in some cases accompanied by a smaller peak of 10 cells). The experimental data

could be simulated using a mathematical model derived from non-linea-r dynamics,

vrhere elementary oscillators (.y.lirg cells) with 
" 

high level of noise (variation in

the length of individual cell cycles) were weakly coupled, and where the number of

these oscillatofs was not cofisefved, but increased ovef dme (Camparroti et al.,

2003).In contrast to concuffent models, the weak-coupling algorithm was able to

predict the obsewed frequency peak of hexacellular files. Moreover, it predicted

several non-intuitive properties of the experimental system, among them that

coupling was unidirecdonal, i.e. that the cootdinating signal $/as ftanspotted in a

polar fashion. The coupling coresponds to a phase shift in the cell cycle, i.e. a

divrding cell will cause its downsfteam neighbout to accelerate its cell cycle such

that it will also initiate mitosis. Unidirectional signaling is a diagnostic feature of

auxin ffansport. In fact, the predominance of even-numbered cell files could be

eliminated by low concenttations of 1--|rl-naphthylphthalanic acid, a specific in-

hibitor of auxin exportefs (and thus of directional auxin transpot). Although the

noise in this system was considerable, with high variation in the cycling pedod

over the cell population, the division of adjacent cells was synchronised to such a

degree that files with uneven cell numbers were rare compared to files with even

numbers. Frequency distdbutions over the cell number per file thus exhibited

oscillatory behaviour vzith charactedstic peaks at even cell numbers €ig. a).
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Fig 4. Slnclnonjt of diuition patterrc in cell lines deiuedfron ground tiswe 0f tnbaccz. A nodel
of preformed gtnchronl whh precirc tining of cell ryclu (ynbolised fui id.entical tining of the
clocks) rbould lead to a seqtlence of"f(r) = l, 2,4, 8,... 2". A mod.el, where indiaidual cell ryclu
are not uery preche (ynbolited @ uaiabk timing of the clocks), but gnchronised b1 weak cou-
pling each time cell initiates nitotis (sltnbolised @ the 12 oblock position), will prvduce a se-
quence of /, 2, 4, 6,... 2n instead, when tbe nupling $gnal h conugted unidirectionallt. The
nupling signal wat shown to depend on auxin trantport.

Sentitiue muscle.r: the actin-auxin orcillator. The polar localization of the auxin efflux
can{ers is not static, but subjected to a dynamic equilibrium between endocytotic
uptake into endosomal compartments and exocytotic targeting to the plasma
membmne. This was concluded ftom expedments vzith the fungal toxin Brefeldin
A @FÄ) repartitioning the cariers into intracellular cornpartments (Geldner et a/.,
2001). Catier repartitioning was suppressed by inhibitors of actin assembly. On
the other hand, auxin controls the conformation of actin, whereby the massive
bundles prevalent in the absence of auxin are rapidly detached into finer filaments
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after addition of auxin (for review see Nick, 2010). Äuxin can stimulate its own
transport by imptoving the polar localisation,of the auxin efflux carriers at the cell
poles paciorek et a/.,2005), suggesting that these ftansporters are more effrciendy
moved along the finer actin fllaments in response to auxin. This model was tested
in rice .".dlirg, expressing different levels äf the actin-binding domain of mouse
talin in fusion with the yellow fluorescent protein (Fig. 5). By feeding radioactive-
ly labelled auxin to the tip of the seedling, the amount of radioactivity recovered in
^n ^gar block at the seedling base (quantified by a scintillation counter) could be
used as measure for the efficienry of auxin transport. Based on this expedmental
system, it could be shown that the debundling of actin fllaments by exogenous
auxin preceded a concomitant stimulation of üansport efficienry Q\ick et a/..
2009). Upon ovetexpression of the talin marker, actin fllaments were constitutive-
ly bundled accompanied by a reduced capacity to transport auxin. \X{hen exoge-
nous auxin was added, these bundles relaxed into numerous fine strands of actin
filaments followed by a promotion of auxin transport. These findings demonstrate
that

actin teorganisation into fine sttands precedes the stimulation of aux-
in transport,
fine sttands of actin are necessary fot efficient auxin transporq and
actin reorganisation into hne sLrands is sufficient to promote auxin
ffanspoft.

Thus, manipulation of actin can be used as tool to manipulate auxin üanspott. We
therefore transfetted this strategy to further dissect the role of auxin transport for
division synchrony in the tobacco cell model. If actin is part of an auxin-dr-iver
feedback loop, it should be possible to manipulate auxin-dependent patterninp
through manipulation of actin. We tested this prediction, using again the genetic
approach, where we expressed the actin-biodirg domain of mouse talin in fusion
with the yellow fluorescent protein. Mouse talin competes with endogenous actin-
depolymerisation factots fot binding sites on actin such that the actin filaments
are progressively trapped in a bundled configuation (I{eetelar et a/.,2004).In fact.
overexpression of the construct in tobacco cells produced constitutively bundled
fluorescent actin filaments. As predicted, the synchrony of cell division was im-
paired in this line, but could be restored by addition of auxins along with a normal
organnalon of actin.
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Fß. 5. Auxin controls its own transport foi thEing actin flanenß. 81 ouerexprerion of the
actin-bundling domain of talin in rice it it posrible to cause constitutiue acrin bundlet. Tbis tead.r
to an inhibition of auxin tranQort (which can be measured @ feeding radioactiuefit kbelted
auxin to the tip of the seedling and meawring the radioactiuifit amuing at the base of rbe seed-
/ng. 81 addition of auxin, a norzal confguration of actin (consisring of fne oraid.r) can be
recouered. This revhs in a re.rcue of auxin tran.rpurt ('{ick et a/., 2009).

We therefore ar-rive at a model of a self-refering regulatory circuit between polar
auxin transport and actin organisation, where auxin promotes its own transport by
shaping actin filaments. This circuit seems to conftibute to the self-amplification
of auxin transport, a cenual element in current models of auxin-dep..rd.t t put-
teming.The implications of this model are to be explored, but already at this säge
it can be used to derive characteristic properties of basipetal auxin transport. Fär
instance, the model ptedicts that the transport of IAA slould oscillate. Auxin will
induce fine actin strands that will partition auxin-efflux cartiers more efficiently to
the plasma membtane, such that the inmacellular auxin concenüation will de-
crease. This decrease will cause bundling of actin filaments and, as a consequence,
efflux carriers vdll be sequestered in intracellular compartments, culmin attng tn a
teduced efflux such that auxin received from the adiacett cells will ,..rrÄht
and trigger a new cycle. The frequency of these oscillations should depend on the
dynamics of actin reotganisation (around 20 min), and the speed of .*i.r cycling
whigh is in the range of 5-10 min (Paciorek et at.,2005). From these parameters,
auxin ftansport is predicted to oscillate with a pedod of abourt 2s40 -i.r. It, fr.t,
such oscillations with a period of 25 min had been observed during classical ex-
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pedments on basipetal auxin transport in maize coleoptiles (Hertel and Flory

1e68).
New @proachu to norphogenesit: chenical engineering. The polarity of ground tissue

cells is the cellulat module constituting the base for the alignment of telomes as

architectural modules. A self-referring, oscillatory circuit involving actin temodel-

ing, rapid cycling of auxin-efflux cattiers, non-directional auxin influx, and direc-

tional auxin efflux has been identified as core element of this cell poladty. To

dissect this circuit, it is not sufficient to identi$r the moleculat playets, but it is

necessary to generate and manipulate the spatial pattems of molecules at subcellu-

lar resolution. Although genetic engineering allows to target transgeries to specific

compartments using localisation motives, the spatial resolution of this strategy is

too coarse-grained. New strategies are waffanted to inctease spatial resolution. To

achieve this goal we used chemical engineering based on caged auxin that can be

released by localised irradiation in single cells or even patts of a cell {{usaka et al.,

2009). Caged compounds conventionally use 2-rtrtobenzyl-esters as caging #oup.
FIowevet, the ester-bond was found to be enzymaicalTy hydrolysed in plant cells

such that auxin was teleased prior to photolysis producing high unspecific back-

gtound activities. By molecular modelling of the acdve centets of these enzymes,

an esterase-resistant caging group: (2,5-dimethoxiphenyl)(2-nitrobenzyl) estet,

could be designed and employed successfi.rlly. We administeted this tool to the

actin-auxin oscillatot to demonsüate ln ^ proof-of-principle experiment that a

biological response can be controlled by light at cellular resolution. By using an

auxin-inducible promotot (DR5) dtir.itg a GtrP reporter, we were able to conftrrn

that auxin was released only in the irradiated cell. Subsequently, we used the cell

line overexptessing talin in fusion with the yellow fluotescent protein. In this cell

line, actin is constitutively bundled, but can be rescued by addition of exogenous

auxin (Maisch and Nick, 2007). By feeding caged auxin to this cell line and'::rradt-

ating individual cells of a file, we could trigger a specific reorganisation of actin

filaments that was confined to the irradiated cell (I(usaka et a/.,2009). Thus, chem-

ical engineering using light-switchable triggers can now be exploited to steer auxin

gtadients dudng self-organisation of the tobacco cell model. At preseng we are

completing a study, where auxin is teleased in different cells of a file during specif-

ic stages of the cultwe cycle accompanied by specific changes in division patterns.

4. Conclusions

Plant organisnt - tenporal rather than gatial contigui4t. As explored in this essay, plant

organisms emerge fiom self-organisation of highly autonomous cells that are no1

hierarchically ordered. Thete is neither a preset developmental progtamme, rtot a

physical body individudtty, atd cell lineage (the genealogy of a given cell) is not

relevant eithet. Using tobacco cell lines as models fot a minimal organism, we

could identi$r an oscillatory circuit as core element of this non-hietarchical self-
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organisation. This circuit utilises auxin-dependent actin remodelling and actin-
dependent asymmetric transport of auxin-efflux transporters as central elements
and is synchronised between neighbouring cells by dfuectional signals (that might
be auxin transport itself or a factot ughtly linked w"ith auxin transport). By chemi-
cal engineering with light-switchable caged auin, we can control the temporal
pattem of cell divisions during self-organisation. Moreover, we have in the mean-
time established a method to follow cell division patterns in individual cell files
over sevetal days using a perfusion-chambet system with a continuous flow of
auxin-containing medium. This allowed to observe synchrony of cell divisions e7
flagranti and revealed that the synchronising signal is not only moving within a
given cell file, but can be transmitted between neighbouring hles. This observation
provides a further example demonstrating that cell lineage is dispensable for plant
patteming and that the emerging "organism" transcends the limitations of physical
rvnligui\ (defined as continuous interface between internal and extemal space). In
this situation, the "organism" becomes manifest in form of resonating chemical
oscillations. \X4eat ffansforrns an assembly of autoriomous, "egoisticl, cells into an
entity, where cells cooperate and glve up their autonomy for the sake of synerg!.s-
tic cooperation? The answer might be: a conünon (chemical) rhythm plant organ-
isms emerges not by spatial rvntiguiry, but by temporal continuity.

'r<rk lry rhlthm" as general pnnuple of biologtcal rc/f,organivtion. Temporal continuity
might arise from very simple causes: all living beings are non-linear in quality and
combine self-ampJification loops with lateral (or mutual) inhibition. The lateral (or
mutual) inhibition does not necessardy require chemical or physical agents with
inhibitory activity - since resources are limited, any upregulation of a process will
inevitable consume resources required in a different site, which allows for inhibi
tory cross-talk. As the examples of phyllotaxis and vascular patteming demon-
strates, in plants, lateral inhibition is brought about by mutual competition for a
limited supply of auxin. Systems that chain self-amplification to mutual inhibition
will inevitably begin to oscillate. Oscillators tend to resonate due to weak coupling
(which may be based on varjous factors that even do not need to be very specific).
Rhythmic cootdination by tesonance is used throughout evolution illustrated by a
very long list of examples tanging from the swarming behaviour of stawing Myx-
obacteria (Igoshin et a/.,2004), over self-organisation of individual amoeba into a
differentiating slw in Dicryornliun divoideun (?älsson et al., 1.997), the neural coor-
dination during ring-muscle contraction of jellyfishes (Sattedie, 1g7g), till the
rhphmic clapping of applauding concert visitors ot the strict rhythms of monastic
or military communities. It seems that '"rule by rhythm" is also employed as im-
pottant (probably as central) sftategy to organise a plant organism from autono-
mous and even anarchic modules.

"l'-reedom in the tma//" - wfui plant cells haae to be noiy. "Rule by rhythm,' as organi-
sation principle allows the individual elements to keep most of their autonomy
and therefore represents the mildest possible form of hierarchy. Since these cells
maintain their individual oscillations, but are simply coordinated by resonance
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(which is a very subtle and hardly petceptible phenomenol.'h1t emerges only on

ih. l.rr"l of the entiry), the indiviJud ..ll ir left vzith a high degtee of freedom'

This ..freedom in the small" is especially ptonounced in plant cells. The modular

organisation of plants with robust self-organisation is certainly predestined to

cJpe wrth a high degtee of noise. Flowevet, noise may not be just tolerated' but

...är, ,.qoir. d,io, u fhnt oryanism (fot teview see Nick, 2006): Plant sensing oc-

cuts in inther diffuse maltfler - there are no such things as eyes, ears or tongues;

thete are, instead, populations of relatively non-specialised cells that sense envi-

fonmental cues and signals. Nevertheless, plant sensing is surpdsingly sensitiv-e'

To achieve high sensiävig without specialised sensory organs requires very effi-

cient signal aäpüfication of rn" individual cells akeady dunnq the first steps of

.rgrr^lirri. Strong signal amplification is expected to ptoduce all-or-none oulputs'

on the other hand, the organism has to discfiminate between very stfong stimuli

of different amplitude. For instance, a germinating seedling must rely on minute

ttaces of ,truy üght penetrating into the soil to sense, based on the colour of the

light, wheth.t lt"*iti be shadÄ by competitors. On the other hand, once it has

,ä.t .a the sunlight, it must be able to position its leaves depending on gradients

between ..strong,;and "even stronget" light. The combination of extreme sensitiv-

ity and the neeä to discdminut" ,Long iti^oti in a gadual manfief poses special

challenges to plant signalling. If all cells of a given olgafl wete absolutely identical

and homogerreous, ..r"r ui extremely weak stimulation would yield a maximal

respoflse # ,n. whole orga'l. It is clear that such a system would not have sur-

vived natural selection. Oä -uy to solve this dilemma of plant sensing is to assign

the antagonistic tasks to different levels of organisation: the high sensitivity to the

individä cels that perceive the signal the graded, vadable outltut to the popula-

tion of cells by integtation ovef the individual cell lespoflses (i.e' by "counting

active cells,,). S.r.h a-me.hanism works only when the sensory thresholds of indi-

vidual cells differ over the population; in other wofds, when the individual cells

are highly heterogeneous with fespect to signal sensitivity and thresholds' This

heterolg"neity was actually ob..-ä *h"n plotomorphogenesis was investigated

o., u .J[rrlu, level for phyiochrome-induced anthocyanin patterns in mustatd coty-

ledons, a classic syst; of [gitt-a"p"ndent plant patterning Cloht' 1972 ; Nick ez

a/., 1.993) or for microtubule teorientation in coleoptiles triggered by blue light or

no*A a.pt.tion Q'{ick et a1.,1'992). Even adjacent cells exhrbited almost qualitative

differenäs although they had teceived the same dose of the signal. Flowever,

when the frequency of responsive cells in a given situation was scored and plotted

against tt 
" 

,t .ngth of the stimulus, a highly ordered function emetged. Thus, the

reaLm of individual cells was teigned over by chaos; ofdef emefged only on the

level of the whole organ.

Organismic idlntifl"uersus cellalar harruonl' Let us presume a system composed o{

p.rf.äy matching-elements that function in a precise manner. In such a system of

Deffect cellular har:rnony, the individual element (the cells) would behave in an

identical wav. whether iis fellow elements would be present or not. This means,
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individual cells would not require intetactions between cells, and thus there would
be no need fot any supercellulat regulation either. It is evident that such a system
could work only in a situation, where extemal fluctuations are extremely buffered,
either because the organisms lives in an extremely constant environment or be-
cause certain pa-rts of the organism can compensate environmental fluctuations.
Neither is valid for plant organisms. Flete, the behaviour of individual cells has to
be constantly negotiated as visible from the entrainment of individual oscillations
by intercellular signals.

These considerations lead to a surpdsing outcome: the plant organism is not
manifest in those (ra-te) situations, when the oscillations of individual cells reso-
nate in harmony. It rather emerges in the (common) situations, when the oscillations
of individual cells diverge and have to be entrained into a cornrnon rhphm. Or-
ganismic identity and cellular harmony act as antagonists.

What is a plant organism? It is a temporal pattern ('rhythm') nther than a
spatial entity ("body') and thus cleady a floating process and not a tangible thing.
The otganismic process is ditected towards a state of resonating harnony between
(oscillating) individual cells. This state is never reached, though: Plants have to
face an everchangting environment. However, due to their open development, they
continuously create their own new and oscillating environment. If the state of
resonance between individual cells were achieved, the "organism" would instantly
evaporate. It is during the cumbersome period, when individual oscillations di-
verge, when the "organism" becomes manifest as enftainment of the dissonant
individual rhythms. Thus, it is cellular dissonance tather than cellular harmony
that renders "organisms" visible.
The pamdox of the organismic flow: it is targeted towards its own abolition.
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